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Waikato science student to spend summer on ice
Some of the best ideas are had in the tea room. University of Waikato masters student Josh Scarrow was having a bit of a chat with his
colleagues over his morning cuppa in the Faculty of Science and Engineering’s Thermophile Unit when someone mentioned the Australians
were looking for scientists to join their project on Antarctica’s Prince Charles Mountains.
Josh, whose masters research is in microbial
ecology, didn’t take long to say “I’ll go”, and this
Ocotober he’ll be heading off to the ice for five
months to collect microbial samples.
The Australian project is based on a sampling
model developed by the Cary Lab at the University
of Waikato, through the New Zealand Terrestrial
Antarctic Biocomplexity Survey (NZTABS)
project: http://nztabs.ictar.aq/.
He was in Antarctica last summer for a month
working with Waikato University’s Dr Megan
Balks from Earth & Ocean Sciences, but this next
venture will be a lot longer. “I saw this as a great
opportunity to go to the ice again, be part of an
international team and learn more about the
Antarctic environment. It’s meant I’ve had to put
my masters studies on hold, but I think there are
long-term gains to be made from this Australian
opportunity.”
Josh will be sailing to Antarctica from Tasmania,
via Macquarie Island to drop off supplies, a trip
that will take 12 days. When they’re not sleeping
in tents at the survey sites, they’ll stay at two of
the Australian Antarctic bases situated near the
Prince Charles range in Eastern Antarctica. He’s
not sure yet how he’ll be spending Christmas Day,
“but probably collecting samples”.
The scientists divide the landscape up into blocks,
known as tiles, and use traditional and cuttingedge scientific techniques to examine the biology,
from visible lichens, mosses and insects to hidden
microbes. It’s the hidden microbes, the bacteria,
which interest Josh most.

INSIDE...

When he began studying science at Waikato, he
never imagined that bacteria would become his
focus. “Microbiology isn’t glamorous, but it is
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An icy adventure: Josh Scarrow looks out towards the Beardmore Glacier, while standing on
a steep alpine glacier flowing off the Dominion Range. This photo was captured during Josh's
previous trip to Antarctica last summer.
important – essential in the food chain – and its
potential benefits in bioremediation, things like oil
spills, are beginning to be understood. Globally,
it’s a rapidly developing field and it’s great to be
a part of it.”
Josh's Australian team will join five Waikato
University Antarctic teams travelling to the
ice this season. The Waikato teams will study
a variety of environments including meltwater
ponds, the Miers Dry valley, Antarctic Huts and
Mt Erebus geothermal soils.
To learn more about these projects visit the
International Centre for Terrestrial Antarctic
Research website: http://ictar.aq/
Josh Scarrow will join Australian scientists
in Antarctica for five months working on
Antarctica’s Prince Charles Mountains.
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Spotlight on Electronic Engineering
Ever pulled something apart 'just to see how it works'? Ever wondered how your cell phone sends and receives texts or turned on your
lap top and marvelled at the technology? If you have, then a degree in Electronic Engineering may be for you.
study, from undergraduate degrees through to
postgraduate and doctoral studies.
Many of the products electronic engineers
develop are unseen and unrecognised, but they
are essential to our social, business and industrial
lives. Products such as personal computers,
mobile telephones, pacemakers, radio, television,
industrial control and satellite communications
systems are the result of ideas generated by
electronic engineers.
Secondary school students at the 2011
Engineering Open Day experience Electronic
Engineering first-hand. Photo: Natalie Guest.

Electronic Engineering covers the design,
development, manufacture and application of
electronic devices, circuits and systems.
The Electronic Engineering programme at Waikato
University is available through the Bachelor of
Engineering (BE) and Bachelor of Engineering
(Honours) degrees. The programme is a set of
specified papers which must be completed and
includes papers from Electronics, Materials &
Processing, Mathematics, Computer Science and
Physics. Alternatively, Electronics is available
as a major subject for the Bachelor of Science
and Bachelor of Science(Technology) degrees.
Papers in Electronics are available at all levels of

School subjects required
To enrol in the Electronic Engineering programme
under a BE, you must gain University Entrance,
including a minimum of 16 credits in NCEA at
Level 3 in Mathematics with Calculus, and 14
credits at Level 3 in Physics.
Level one Electronic Engineering paper
ENEL111 - Introduction to Electronics is an
essential first-year paper. The paper covers basic
electronic concepts such as circuit theory, passive
components, simple active devices, amplifiers
and feedback, Boolean logic circuits, and digitalto-analog and anolog-to-digital conversion.
ENEL111 is a hands-on course which gives
students countless opportunities to interact with
electronic equipment.

Career Opportunities
New Zealand’s electronics manufacturing
industry is one of the fastest growing industries
in the country, and there is a shortage of skilled
people.
A degree in Electronic Engineering can lead you in
many varied and exciting directions both in New
Zealand and overseas. Past Waikato graduates
have gained employment with well-known
companies such as Fisher and Paykel, Gallagher,
Fonterra and AgResearch.
There are unlimited career pathways available
including, audio equipment, mapping and
surveying, radar and sonar, video and image
analysis, robotics, electronic toys and games,
power generation and distribution, fire and
security monitoring, and air navigation.
To find out more about Electronic Engineering
and other possibilities within the Faculty of
Science & Engineering, visit:
www.sci.waikato.ac.nz/study/sujects

Engineering a future in Electronics
Tinkering in the shed from an early age
building robots was just the beginning of
a lifelong passion for Waikato engineering
student Steve McCabe.
Steve went to high school at Morrinsville College
and was so keen to get ahead in electronics that
he skipped Year 13 and launched straight into
university study, completing introductory papers
to prepare him. He began his tertiary study with a
Bachelor of Engineering with honours, majoring in
Electronic Engineering.
In his third year of study he completed a work
placement for Novel Ways in Hamilton. “I worked
on developing a capacitance pasture probe, a tool
used by farmers for measuring the dry matter
content in grass. I found a way to improve the
probe’s accuracy and quadruple the sample area
included in a single measurement. The company
is currently working on incorporating the
developments into a new version of the pasture
probe.”
A design project in his final year of undergraduate
study gave Steve the opportunity to design and
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engineer a Quadrocopter. “A Quadrocopter is
a robot propelled by four rotors, using various
sensors and a microcontroller to achieve
autonomous stability. The project was very
successful, involving many research and design
aspects. I demonstrated flight at the University’s
Engineering Design Show.”
Steve has recently completed an MPhil thesis that
investigated impulse time-domain reflectometry
(ITDR) and its application to the measurement of
antennas. The research led to a publication in the
IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components Letters
and acceptance for presentation at the IEEE AsiaPacific Microwave Conference, which will be held
in Melbourne later this year. These are world-class
venues for the reporting of microwave research.
“In the near future I’m hoping to secure funding
for PhD study. The research will involve the design
of a specialised integrated circuit (IC) to be used
in low-power systems, for example, security
applications (proximity cards). After that I’m
planning a career in RF circuit design.”
Waikato student Steve McCabe is an Electronic
Engineering enthusiast. Photo: Natalie Guest.

Using Kinect to learn sign language
A team of Waikato University computer science
students have come up with an innovative way
to use technology to help people learn New
Zealand Sign Language.
The idea is the brainchild of William Lam,
Siddharth Arora, Mark Will and Siva Manoharan
who are collectively known as Team Ignite. The
technology they are using is the Microsoft Kinect
– the motion sensing device usually used for
X-box and computer games. “I was looking at the
Kinect website and saw a skeleton, and the idea
of sign language just hit me,” says Mark Will. “We
then spent a lot of hours thinking what we could
do with this germ of an idea.”
The group consulted widely as their ideas took
shape.
Catherine Winfrey, a freelance sign language
interpreter says the team had obviously done a
lot of thinking before she met them. “I was very
impressed with what they were trying to do. They
had a realistic concept which they were able to
discuss and refine through talking with me and
members of the deaf community.”
With confirmation that their idea was a good one,
Team Ignite then set about designing a program
that would recognise signs; not a translating tool,
but a way to learn the language.
While the Kinect works in 3D it does not map
fingers and this is proving a challenge for the
students. “We can get the machine to recognise
some deaf signs, ‘table’ for instance, which uses
the whole hand, but we’re still trying to write

Team Ignite: clockwise from top left: Mark Will, Siva Manoharan, William Lam and Siddharth Arora.

our own program for detecting the fingers,” says
William Lam.

their attempt, and suggest they try again if they
haven’t got it right.

Their coach, Jess Champion says from a
technical perspective, what the students are
doing is impressive. She completed the paper
last year – coming up with a program that uses
image recognition technology to assist in the
identification of pest footprints in conservation
areas.

They’re currently spending 20 hours a week on
the program and have about 6 weeks to complete
the coding.

Team ignite has to train the software to recognise
different signs so that when a learner attempts to
repeat the word on screen, the machine will tell
them whether they have done it correctly, rate

“It’s about learning language in 3D, aided by a
video, picture and English word,” says Lam. “In
the long term, this could be used for people who
can’t get to a community class, for hearing people
who want to learn to communicate with the deaf,
or for group learners who just want to do some
extra practice at home.”

Positive pregnancies the ultimate reward
Hearing heart-warming pregnancy success stories from her patients is
the ultimate reward for Catherine Charleson, who works in a London
fertility clinic as a clinical embryologist.
Everyday tasks for Catherine include working in a lab with oocytes and
sperm to create human embryos; interacting and educating patients; and
helping women with IVF cycle management.
Following her high school years at Waikato Diocesan School for Girls
in Hamilton, Catherine studied a Bachelor of Science (Technology),
majoring in Biological Sciences and specifying in the Biomedical Sciences
programme. The programme included papers in physiology, genetics,
anatomy and biochemistry.

Graduate Profile
High School: Waikato Diocesan School for Girls, Hamilton
Degree: BSc(Tech), Waikato
Major: Biological Sciences
Job: Clinical Embryologist
Employer: The London Women’s Clinic, Marylebone, London

A Waikato University work placement at AgResearch Ruakura as an
embryologist and laboratory technician led her to her first full-time
position as a clinical embryologist at Fertility Associates in Hamilton. An
aspiration to work overseas took her to London in mid 2011, where she
is now enjoying life in England.
Read more Science & Engineering graduate success stories at
www.sci.waikato.ac.nz/study/student-profiles
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Waikato Science & Engineering Open
Days a hit with high school students

What’s on
18-19 October
Carter Holt Harvey Pulp & Paper
Engineering Design Show
Join the School of Engineering's second, third and fourth-year
students as they showcase their research projects in the form of
posters, displays and seminars. The Design Show is open to the
public and is the perfect opportunity for high school students to
meet talented engineering students.
To view a programme for the days visit www.sci.waikato.ac.nz/
engineeringdesignshow

Creating
iPad
applications,
experimenting with liquid nitrogen
and programming small robotic cars
are not usual activities during the
school holidays, but for almost 200
high school students and a number of
adult learners, this was just the case.
These activities and many more
were offered by the University of
Waikato during Science Open Day and
Engineering Open Day.
During the open days students moved
between sessions learning about the
subjects offered by the University’s Faculty of Science & Engineering. The
selection of workshops gave potential tertiary students a taste of the fun
and varied subjects available to study during a Bachelor of Science, Bachelor
of Science (Technology) and a Bachelor of Engineering.
This was the sixth annual Engineering Open Day, yet was the first time
Science Open Day has been held.

4-9 December
Hill Laboratories Waikato Science Summer School
The Hill Laboratories Waikato Science Summer School offers
Year 12 students a week of summer science fun. Students must
apply to their local Rotary Club to be considered for the Summer
School. Those who are selected enjoy a fun-packed week of
activities, including an overnight field trip to collect samples,
laboratory sessions at the University of Waikato, a visit to Hill
Laboratories and accommodation and meals at a University of
Waikato Hall of Residence. Entries have closed for this year's
event.
Year 12 in 2012? Keep a lookout for flyers next July promoting
entries for next years' event. Visit www.sci.waikato.ac.nz/
sciencesummerschool to find out more.

For a full list of events visit:
www.sci.waikato.waikato.ac.nz /news-events/whats-on
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$5000 to 'do his thing'
Engineering PhD engineering student Aaron Low has won a $5000 AMP
'Do your thing' scholarship for his research on bioplastics. Aaron has
discovered a way to convert excess blood from meat processing plants
into an odour-free powder, which he wants to use to make translucent
plastic, for items such as keyrings and bio-degradable pot plants. He is
working in the Waikato University labs to make bars of the blood meal
and has spent time testing their strength. "You could take a plastic garden
pot, made from blood, and plant something in it, then, after a couple of
months, re-pot the plant and put the old pot on the compost heap." The
plastic would break down over several months and the compost could
then go straight into the garden. The plastic also has potential for use in
packaging materials which often end up in landfills. Aaron hopes that his
discovery will cut plastic waste and he plans to use the scholarship to
present his work at international conferences.
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On to a winner: Aaron Low with Waikato University's plastic
injection molder, which he is using to create bioplastics.

